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I hope you had a wonderful
Thanksgiving. Yes, it is Holiday
Season again. Christmas is just
around the corner. It is a great
time to fly. The air is cooler and
the engines like that. But as always,
SAFETY is our highest priority:
not only making sure that you are
ready and the plane is inspected for
flight, but that the weather is ok. We
all know how fast that can change.
Make sure the future is part of your flight planning with the
future weather trends. Be safe ALWAYS.

Membership
Application
Please send this form and mail it along with your
$35 check to Missouri Pilots Association
889 Malibu Rd. #61
Osage Beach, Mo 65065-3532
Name:____________________________________
Name of Spouse_____________________________

What are your plans for Chapter activities ? Are you going
to have a Saturday cookout ? Are you flying somewhere to eat
or sightsee or both ? What are your plans ? Share them with
other chapters.

Address____________________________________

Once again the Holidays are here, so enjoy and be safe in
your travels.

Zip________ Home Phone________________

Best Wishes on the ground and Up Above,

Bob Crandell, President

City________________________ State__________

Work Phone________________
(If you do not want your phone number(s) in our
Member’s Directory put in 000-0000)
E-Mail Address_____________________________
You will also receive the MPA News, which lists the
activities of all the Chapters. You and/or your spouse do
not have to be active pilots to join the MPA. Membership is open to all who enjoy aviation.
You may visit mopilots.org to fill out an application.
Referred by:________________________________
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Need MPA Apparel?
.

SGF

JERRY MCCLURE 1449 S. Briar Avenue, Springfield, MO
65809-2639,417-863-1828 jmcclure819@gmail.com

POEXP

CHAD WELCH, 2705 SE Glavin Rd., St. Joseph, MO
64504- 2196
(816) 294-1879

MIDMO

PAUL RITCHIE, 12 Thistledown Drive, Columbia, MO
65203-1250 plawnick@socket.net

GATEWAY PIERRE J MOESER 407 Strawbridge Drive, Chesterfield
MO 63017
cell: 314-397-6480

The MPA has new merchandise
available for members!

Sizes XS-4XL for $25; Visors to match for
$15;MPA Logo for $3.00
Need more information? Have questions? Want to order? Contact Margie Dioas @ 314 487-8526 or by email:
margie865@att.net.

HTLAND

DARREN HEATON, 5548 Riverside Rd., Cuba, MO 654538257

LAKOZ

JAMES MORRIS 889 Malibu Dr, #61, Osage Beach, MO
65065
jhmorris31@gmail.com 573-348-5614

SCMO

MIKE VAUGHN, 7941 CR 336, Summersville, MO 65571
twopilots655@gmail.com 417-331-0251

BOLIVAR DAN GRIMES
POPLAR BLUFF
LANCE DONZE 361 Highway W, Poplar Bluff,
MO, 63901-8727 ldonze@PBcity.org 573-429-0646
PLUS, All past state presidents who maintain their MPA Membershiip are Directors for life.
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2018 Calendar
Dec.

Fly-outs and Events
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KANSAS CITY Board Meeting at Executive 		
Beech Hangar, Downtown Airport, 7 PM
Dec. 5 ST. LOUIS, Bartiono’s South, 5914 S. Lindbergh, St.
		
Louis, Social 6pm; Dinner 7pm
Dec.
PONY EXPRESS

Dec 1: Ponca City, OK – (KPNC) First Saturday breakfast. 7:00 –
10:00 AM. Bruce Eberle 580-761-5884 ou444@yahoo.com
Dec 2: Kansas City Niney Nines Scholarship Fundraiser, Wright Day Dinner
at National Airline History Museum, 6 PM. For More information
call Jeanne at 816-679-6084 or email bv654151@gmail.com
Dec 8: Carlisle, AR (4M3) EAA Breakfast, 8:30-11:30. Contact 501-606-6672
Dec 14: Lonoke, AR (1SR9) 6-8 pm, Friday cookout. Contact Dave Rottman
231-225-2845

Dec.
HEARTLAND To be announced by President		
			
Dec.
SPRINGFIELD Springfield-Branson Regional 		
		
Airport Terminal 7 pm
Dec.
BOLIVAR SOAR FBO, Bolivar Airport M17,
			6:30 p.m
Dec. 15 SOUTH CENTRAL - Shetlers’ Restaurant, 2 PM
		
Christmas Party

2019:
April 2: Missouri Pilots Association Aviation Day, Jefferson City
April 2-7: Sun and Fun Fly-in and Expo, Lakeland, FL
Airshows 2019

Dec. 19 GATEWAY - American Legion, Creve Coeur
May 18-19, Blue Angels at Cape Girardeau Regional Air
			
Memorial Post 397, 6:30
Festival
Dec. 19 KANSAS CITY, Holiday Crabby Night at Red Lobster,
July 6-7: Blue Angels at KC Aviation Expo and Air Show,
			
4328 Nolan Rd., 6pm
Downtown Airport, Kansas City

July 22-26: EAA Air Venture, Oshkosh, Wittman Regional Airport, Oshkosh
September 7-8: Blue Angels at Spirit of St. Louis Airshow, Chesterfield (St. Louis area)

*************************************************************************
Dec. 20 Deadline for information to Editor
************************************************************************
Dec.
LAKE OF THE OZARKS No December Meeting

DIRECTORY UPDATES -New Members

OZARKS No December Meeting		
		
		
STATE MPA MEETING
December 9
Jefferson City Airport
Jefferson City

Dec.

2018 -10			
Jonaahan ALSUP		

Maria ALSUP 		
RR 72, Box 2080-2		
Alton, MO 65606-9806
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Chapter 20
Member No. 11100

fishalsup@yahoo.com
541-510-6104

BOARD OF DIRECTORS MEETING

MISSOURI PILOTS ASSOCIATION

There was no board meeting on November 11.

1601 Highway 84
Hayti, MO 63851
(800) 325-0885
Fax (573) 359-0538
Aircraft Sales
Aircraft Parts
Aircraft Insurance
Our insurance specialists
8 the markets to find
shop
you the best coverage at
the best rates
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SAVE THE DATE

Merry Christmas from the
Missouri
Pilots Association
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Aircraft Insurance Column

Power line patrols, Air Ambulance operations, Traffic patrol,
Crop dusting, Car rental and airline operations., Engine Repair
and Prop repairs.

Airports where the
aircraft Live

Airports also need Hangars, where the aircraft sleep, runways paved or rebuilt and enlarged, Cleaned and maintenance
and the runway lights and other approach lighting. Not to
mention Hazard beacons for Tower and Mountains. Keep in
mind, these are all aviation Jobs. Lets not forget the larger
airport need baggage handlers, Cargo Loading and Unloading,
and terminal maintenance , ticket sales, food vendors, news
shops Airport police and lets not forget the TSA ( Please
remove your shoes). To push the point, we can include
aircraft Manufacturing, both small and large aircraft and we
can include Helicopters as well.

One thing we have not talked
about is the Airports. Yes, that
is where the aircraft live. But
more than that. Airports can be
small cities, small towns, and
even like neighbor hoods. Over the years, I have seen this in
many airports. Major airport like Chicago, JFK, DFW and
others might qualify as the big City Airports. Heavily managed to deal with the complexity of the Volume of Traffic and
the amount of investment necessary to operate these airports.
Smaller Town size airports like Spirit, Columbia airport,
Branson and others of that size, have less traffic but still see
Corporate jet traffic which supports local commerce activities .

There are many related jobs for Ground Handlers of aircraft, and lets not forget, the FAA, NTSB, NASA and the
Military Services, Army, Navy, Airforce, Marines, Coastguard and Border Patrol, Police departments and Sheriff
department .

And what I call the neighbor hood size airports such as
Vichy, Rolla, Smart Field, Monett, Lebanon and others of that
size. These airports are less active than the others sizes, and
yet perform a service for their local communities, and serve
as training Airports for pilots and in some cases, Mechanics,
necessary to continue servicing air aircraft Fleet.

And if this is not enough, lets include Corporate Aircraft
ownership and Management, including pilots Mechanics
and dispatcher and private ownership by both pilot owners
and use of these aircraft for business transport and to expand
their business.

All of these airports have insurance requirements to
properly protect their assets and ability to offer the services
necessary to keep our air service working, not only within the
State but within the United States and the World.

When your Children or Grand Children wonder what they
will do to earn a living in this world , you can show them this
column . Lord knows this is not every job possible, but it is
a list that offers a large selection of opportunities to both earn
a living and also enjoy the advantages offered by Aviation.
OH….Did I mention Weather Forecasting, Aviation
accident investigations and Salvage services, FAA Medical
examiners and… and….. and… Aviation Insurance and
Aviation Law…. I had to slip these in.

When you look at all that has been said, this adds up to
JOBS. Yes, many jobs.
To start with, Pilots… we are having a shortage of such
candidates. Followed quickly buy Mechanics. They are the
Doctors who keep our Aircraft Flying and take care of those
little noises that just don’t sound right. Not to mention that
they inspect each aircraft annually to certify the aircraft is
healthy and ready to fly. We Need more Mechanics as well.

Christmas is a time to reflect upon our lives and give
thanks for all that has been offered to each of us. For Me it
is Aviation. What a wonderful world to know. Somehow
I found Aviation Insurance and this has allowed me to be in
contact with many wonderful people and many Businesses
that I might not have known otherwise. Merry Christmas to
all and to all Happy landing.

Now let us look at airports and who works there. First,
someone owns the airport, it could be a town, an airport
authority, or a separate Corporation or even a person. All of
these airports need a manager, or a management team, which
may include an Assistant Manger, a Maintenance manager for
repair and Up-keep and also a traffic or tower organization
which can be governmental or private.

[This information provided in this column is designed to provide
helpful information and is meant for education and Discussion only.
There is not an offer, and acceptance of coverage unless a formal
application has been approved and accepted by a licensed insurance
company. The Author shall not be liable to any person or entity with
respect to any loss or damages caused , or alleged to have been
caused, directly or indirectly by the information contained herein]

Added to all this , is the need for an FBO (Fixed Base Operator) who can sell fuel, repair aircraft, sell aircraft, perform
flight instruction, rent aircraft, operate Ground Schools, sell
Pilot supplies, operate,Charter Flights, Operate Pipe line and
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Blood Clots that Travel by Pierre J. Moeser, MD
Blood circulation in the arms and legs
is composed of two systems, the arterial
system, which brings oxygenated blood to
the tissues, and the venous system, which
returns the blood to the heart. The venous
system has superficial veins, which can be
seen just below the surface of the skin,

an embolus is the lung, the term pulmonary embolus (PE)
is used. This usually results in shortness of breath and chest
pain. Occasionally, fever is the only symptom. In the worstcase scenario, a large embolus can lodge in the main veins of
the lung, resulting in death.
The main risk factor for development of a DVT is stagnation. When there is a long period of leg inactivity, the blood
in the deep leg vein becomes stagnant and then forms a clot.
This can happen when a person is sitting for long periods of
time, such as driving long distances or sitting in an airplane
for a long flight. Medically, it is also common in people who
are undergoing a surgical procedure that results in prolonged
bed rest or orthopedic surgical procedures involving the lower
extremities. Other risk factors for DVT (and subsequent PE)
are: history of DVT or pulmonary embolism, cancer, stroke,
heart disease, inherited tendency to clot (thrombophilia),
obesity, pregnancy, and hormone replacement therapy.
Prevention holds the key to DVT management. This why
physicians tell people to get up and walk around in the aisle
on long airline flights or make frequent stops when driving.
After certain medical procedures, some patients are prescribed
anticoagulants (blood thinners) that affect the clotting cycle.
Thus, the blood takes longer to clot.
For pilots, the keys to DVT prevention are moving the
legs (which can be even be done while seated in the cockpit),
making stops when appropriate, and staying well hydrated.

and deep veins.
Though blood clots can occur in the arms, for the purposes
of this discussion, we will examine blood clots in the legs only.
If a blood clot forms in a superficial vein, it causes pain
and redness. The treatment is heat, elevation of the leg, and
anti-inflammatory medications. There is true discomfort but
very little risk of this type of clot breaking loose and traveling
to another part of the body.
When a blood clot forms in one of the deep veins, it is
called a deep vein thrombosis (DVT). The usual symptoms
are swelling of the leg and pain. Sometimes, one leg is noticeably larger than the other. Unfortunately, some individuals
manifest no symptoms until part two: pulmonary embolism.
When a DVT goes untreated, some of the clotted blood
can break loose and travel to another part of the body. Embolism is the term for this process and the traveling blood
clot is called an embolus. As the usual final destination for

Attention Airports
Promote your Airport in the MPA
Newsletter Free
We will feature one airport a month

2

2019

Contact: gemeagleone@sbcglobal.net or
call (314) 598-5714

39

“We insure Everything Aviation”
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PILOT'S WORKSHOP TIP
Crosswind Landing Errors

Another problem is to stop flying after the airplane touches down. Remember to hold that aileron into the wind after
touch down and increase it as the airplane slows down. If you
neutralize the ailerons after touchdown, the upwind wing will
come up and the airplane will start to weather vane providing
a whole new adventure for you and your passengers.
So watch the speed and fly the airplane all the way to the
tie down.
As I was once told by an old pilot, these crosswind landings
are easy once you get the drift of them. The only way to get
good at crosswind landings is to get out there and practice.
Get an instructor who is proficient and go out and challenge
yourself. If you only fly on calm days, you won’t be ready on
that day when the wind exceeds the forecast.”
Which part of a crosswind landing do you find most difficult?
Maintaining proper airspeed, especially in gusts
Tracking runway centerline on final approach
Transitioning from a crab to a slip
Landing on the centerline (or slightly upwind of it)
Touching down on the upwind wheel first
Tracking straight down the runway after touchdown
All of the above
Other (Comments on next page)

"What are the most common mistakes pilots make with
crosswind landings?" - Kate K.
Wally Moran: “A common problem I see is poor airspeed
control, usually too fast. Sure it’s good to have a little extra
airspeed on turbulent days, but too much is as bad as too little.
Extra airspeed means you will be hovering over the runway
longer waiting for that airspeed to bleed off and that means
a longer fight with the wind close to the ground. Often pilots
will try to force the airplane on the ground in this situation
and that never works. Use the speed your POH recommends.

How’s your autopilot working? !
……We can make it better.

¥ Repair and Overhauls for Most Autopilot Brands!
¥ Instrument-Radio-Radar Repair and Overhaul!
¥ Quick Turnaround

The Future of Avionics Today
280 Gardner Drive, Suite 3 / New Century, KS 66031-1104 !

FAA CRS# TF2R185L / Phone: 913-829-4606 / www.kingsavionics.net!
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BUTLER
A Butler National Company

Clint • In my 172 I nearly always land in a crosswind
with 20 degrees of flaps. I’ll only use 10 degrees if there is
no headwind component and the wind is in excess of 20 kts,
or if the headwind component is 30 kts or greater. My plane
is STOL equipped and it wants to fly at 48 mph.
The flaps allow you to fly a bit slower and if you “dump”
them as you touch down (manual flaps) or in your flair (electric
flaps) it will help you to stick to the ground better.
I have found that there are two things that most impact the
difficulty of a crosswind landing. They are lack of a headwind
component and the span between wind speed and the gust
factor.
With a strong headwind component your ground speed is
much slower, making dealing with the crosswind less difficult.
It is much more difficult to land in a direct crosswind of 10
kts gusting 25 kts than 20 kts gusting to 25 kts. And, adding
a little headwind goes a long way in reducing the workload.
I prefer to use a slip until I run out of rudder and then add
the crab. This way you can drag the upwind tire to square
you to the runway (gravel runways are more forgiving than
asphalt). DO NOT try this with a tail dragger! And if you
need more than 10-15 degrees of crab, you better be carrying
enough fuel to get you to other options.
When the runway is wide enough, you can land diagonally
and gain a few degrees.
Practice, practice, practice! You shouldn’t have to think
about which way you need to move the controls. It should
happen automatically, like driving a car.

Lastly, flying in remote Alaska, where weather forecasts are
frequently sketchy and unreliable, and landing sights are an
hour or more apart will sometimes require the use of extreme
techniques. If you have another airport 10 miles away with
favorable winds, go to the other airport.
Jim_Macklin • Too many pilots stop flying when they begin the flare. Ten fifteen feet in the air they put the plane in te
position they want and then the wait for the impact.
Fly the airplane in a crab on final, right down to ten feet.
Then like pulling a wishbone apart, simultaneously push the
rudder to swing the nose into alignment and roll the airplane
into a bank to prevent a drift beginning. Fly the airplane until
it stops moving on the ramp.
With some experience you will know how much rudder you
have to swing the nose. There is almost always enough aileron
to roll into a bank.
Practice, watch and learn.
Some books say fly final approach in a slip all the way. That
will work as long as your passenger don’t mind hanging on
the side of the airplane.
Don’t avoid crosswinds if you have a choice of runways. If
you can get a long runway, extend your flare and maintain 5 feet
and fly a few thousand feet along the runway, to the mid point.
You can do all sorts of maneuvers while keeping the altitude
just clear of the ground, the wheels aligned with the runway
and then practice bracketing the centerline, moving a few feet
left and right.
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BasicMed
The BasicMed rule is now effective! Print off a BasicMed
Comprehensive Medical Examination Checklist (CMEC) and
get your physical exam with a state-licensed physician. Then
complete an online medical course and you're ready to fly!
There are two, free online courses to choose from:
Mayo Clinic BasicMed Online Training Course
AOPA Medical Self-Assessment Online Course
On July 15, 2016, Congress passed legislation to extend
the FAA's funding. This legislation, FAA Extension, Safety,
Security Act of 2016 (FESSA) includes relief from holding
an FAA medical certificate for certain pilots. This relief is
called BasicMed.
When can I fly under BasicMed?
If you meet the BasicMed requirements, you can operate
under BasicMed (without an FAA medical certificate) right
now!
What do I need to do to fly under BasicMed?
Comply with the general BasicMed requirements (possess
a U.S. driver's license, have held a medical after July 14,
2006).
Get a physical exam with a state-licensed physician, using
Identifier-UNO
Runway 36/18
5100’x75’
UNICOM 122.8

Fuel 24/7

• 100 LL
• Jet A
Single Point Fueling

Hours: 8:00 AM-5:00 PM
Office: 417-257-1530
airport@westplains.net
jack.bowman@westplains.net

After Hours Service
Call

the Comprehensive Medical Examination Checklist
Complete a BasicMed medical education course;
Go fly!
Aircraft Requirements
Any aircraft authorized under federal law to carry not more
than 6 occupants
Has a maximum certificated takeoff weight of not more
than 6,000 pounds
Operating Requirements
Carries not more than five passengers
Operates under VFR or IFR, within the United States, at
less than 18,000 feet MSL, not exceeding 250 knots.
Flight not operated for compensation or hire
Medical Conditions Requiring One Special Issuance Before Operating under BasicMed
A mental health disorder, limited to an established medical
history or clinical diagnosis of—
A personality disorder that is severe enough to have repeatedly manifested itself by overt acts;
A psychosis, defined as a case in which an individual —
Has manifested delusions, hallucinations, grossly bizarre
or disorganized behavior, or other commonly accepted symptoms of psychosis; or
May reasonably be expected to manifest delusions, hallucinations, grossly bizarre or disorganized behavior, or other
commonly accepted symptoms of psychosis;
A bipolar disorder; or
A substance dependence within the previous 2 years, as
defined in §67.307(a)(4) of 14 Code of Federal Regulations
A neurological disorder, limited to an established medical
history or clinical diagnosis of any of the following:
Epilepsy;
Disturbance of consciousness without satisfactory medical
explanation of the cause; or
A transient loss of control of nervous system functions
without satisfactory medical explanation of the cause.
A cardiovascular condition, limited to a one-time special
issuance for each diagnosis of the following:
Myocardial infarction;
Coronary heart disease that has required treatment;
Cardiac valve replacement; or
Heart replacement.
Health & Fitness of Pilots
Just for the Health of Pilots
Aeromedical Safety Brochures

417-293-1369
417-204-3775

BasicMed Online Medical Courses
AOPA Medical Self-Assessment Online Course
Mayo Clinic BasicMed Online Training Course

Bring in this ad and receive a
10¢ per gallon discount on
any cash or Phillips Card
purchase.

Still have questions?
Check the BasicMed Frequently Asked Questions (PDF)
AC 68-1A – BasicMed
July/August 2017 FAA Safety Briefing: The BasicMed
Issue (PDF)
Courtesy of faasafety.gov

Discount applied to current fuel price.
Based Customers Not Eligible
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Christmas Poem Aviation Style
'Twas the night before Christmas, and out on the ramp,
Not an airplane was stirring, not even a Champ.
The aircraft were fastened to tiedowns with care,
In hopes that come morning, they all would be there.

I spoke not a word, but went straight to my work,
And I filled up the sleigh, but I spilled like a jerk.
He came out of the restroom, and sighed in relief,
Then he picked up a phone for a Flight Service brief.

The fuel trucks were nestled, all snug in their spots,
With gusts from two-forty at 39 knots.
I slumped at the fuel desk, now finally caught up,
And settled down comfortably, resting my butt.

And I thought as he silently scribbled in his log,
These reindeer could land in an eighth-mile fog.
He completed his pre-flight, from the front to the rear,
Then he put on his headset, and I heard him yell, "Clear!"

When the radio lit up with noise and with chatter,
I turned up the scanner to see what was the matter.
A voice clearly heard over static and snow,
Called for clearance to land at the airport below.

And laying a finger on his push-to-talk,
He called up the tower for clearance and squawk.
"Take taxiway Charlie, the southbound direction,
Turn right three-two-zero at pilot's discretion."

He barked his transmission so lively and quick,
I'd have sworn that the call sign he used was "St. Nick";
I ran to the panel to turn up the lights,
The better to welcome this magical flight.
He called his position, no room for denial,
"St. Nicholas One, turnin' left onto final."
And what to my wondering eyes should appear,
But a Rutan-built sleigh, with eight Rotax Reindeer !

He sped down the runway, the best of the best,
"Your traffic's a Grumman, inbound from the west."
Then I heard him proclaim, as he climbed through the
night,
"Merry Christmas to all! I have traffic in sight."
Author Unknown, but brilliant

With vectors to final, down the glideslope he came,
As he passed all fixes, he called them by name:
"Now Ringo! Now Tolga! Now Trini and Bacun!
On Comet! On Cupid!" What pills was he takin'?
While controllers were sittin', and scratchin' their head,
They phoned to my office, and I heard it with dread,
The message they left was both urgent and dour:
"When Santa pulls in, have him please call the tower."
He landed like silk, with the sled runners sparking,
Then I heard "Left at Charlie," and "Taxi to parking."
He slowed to a taxi, turned off of three-oh
And stopped on the ramp with a "Ho, ho-ho- ho..."
He stepped out of the sleigh, but before he could talk,
I ran out to meet him with my best set of chocks.
His red helmet and goggles were covered with frost
And his beard was all blackened from Reindeer exhaust.
His breath smelled like peppermint, gone slightly stale,
And he puffed on a pipe, but he didn't inhale.
His cheeks were all rosy and jiggled like jelly,
His boots were as black as a cropduster's belly.
He was chubby and plump, in his suit of bright red,
And he asked me to "fill it, with hundred low- lead.
He came dashing in from the snow-covered pump,
I knew he was anxious for drainin' the sump.
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2017-2018 Officers:
President: Bob Crandell
Vice President: John Flaherty
Secretary: Barb Lane
Treasurer: Candy Stewart

FLORIDA AERO CLUB ANNUAL MEETING
USPA President Jack Reynolds and Executive Director Jan
Hoynacki attended the Florida Aero Club Annual Meeting/
State Fly-In at Daytona Beach October 26-28, for a great time
of aviation fun and fellowship. The FAC is affiliated with
USPA, and what an active and super group of aviation folks!
The activities included a guided tour of the Daytona International Speedway. Even if you aren't a racing aficionado,
the huge venue and all that it entails is overwhelming and
something special to see.
Every year, FAC President Tony Restaino puts together a
great lineup of speakers, and this year was no exception. A
safety seminar was presented by Daniel Boggs, Safety Investigator for the NTSB, and the banquet speaker was Dr. Leo
Murphy of Embry-Riddle Aeronautical University.
Congratulations to Tony for re-election as FAC President!
We look forward to next year's FAC Annual Meeting!

Wednesday, December 5
Come

join us at

Bartolino's South
5914 S Lindbergh
St Louis, MO
63123
Wednesday
December 5th
6 PM Social
Special Dinner at 7 PM
Traditional $15 Gift Exchange
Please contribute to a good cause. Bring
some can goods to share with the less fortunate.
$30 per person
Call Candy at 314-651-7097 by December 1st

Happy to share comments from some new (and not so new)
USPA members:
"I just joined USPA thanks to a very enjoyable Fly-In to Los
Alamos. And thanks to you and David Forster for inviting us
and helping to make us feel like part of the group. We only
took a few photos which may not be interesting to the group,
===========================================
but are attached.
If you do not receive our monthly meeting email notice
I'd like to get information (locations and dates) for the replease send your email address to: mopilots@gmail.com
maining Fly-Ins (Meetings) for 2018. Then I can plan ahead
and pass it to other pilots who may be interested in joining."
John and Margie Bauer
Prescott, AZ
"I really enjoyed our fly-in to Los Alamos/Santa Fe and I
hope to join you folks on future fly-ins. It's good to join a
group that actually flies!"
Libby Yunger
St. Louis, MO
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President:
Fred Schieszer
Vice President:
Tom Eagle
Secretary:
Treasurer:
Terrie Jo Fox

Co President - Dan Maresh
Co President - Carl Sparks
Vice President - Jan Hoynacki
Secretary - Joseph M. Berman
Treasurer - J.C. Zalog

September 27, 2018

President’s Message
“Winter Survival”
Happy Thanksgiving,
We are about to go Over the River and (Through) Over the Woods
on our way to grandmothers house. A few thoughts about winter
survival are none too soon. A breakdown in a car is inconvenient
this time of year,
but an unscheduled landing in a clearing is an entirely different story if you
are unprepared. A two mile walk in the
woods is no problem unless you don't
have correct footwear (crocs, 3"heels,
sandals, etc) or gloves, and have to ford a creek or two.
While in college in the 60's I got in big trouble from a mentor
when he found out that I didn't bring along a windbreaker or gloves
and was flying in weather conditions such as we have had this last
week. He pointed out that if I had to make an off airport landing
and was lucky enough to not get injured, I would most likely get
severe frostbite just getting to safe haven. As a first responder and
as an aircraft accident investigator I have witnessed many deaths
from exposure. Taking this a step further... If you carry a survival
kit (I do!) and you are disabled or trapped in the cockpit, it will be
OF NO USE to you in the baggage compartment.
Just last week I got pretty miserable in the Wall Mart parking
lot, walking to my car which was a few hundred feet from the store,
in 15degree temperatures with 35 kts of wind and moderate snow.
Ever see the cabin heater in a de Havilland
Beaver? The windscreen defroster is industrial sized, but the cabin heat outlet is pretty
puny. When I asked why an airplane which is
used in harsh weather almost exclusively had
such a tiny heater the answer?... the passengers and crew dress for the outside weather
all the time and cabin heat is not as important
as windshield heat. So If you are like I was
in the 60's and you aren't going to wear it-at
least keep it next to you. fjs

HOLIDAY CRABBY NIGHT –
Wednesday, December 19th at
the Red Lobster at 4328 Noland
Road in Independence, MO. The
Social will begin at 6:00 and we
will begin ordering by 6:30 pm. .
It will be a self-pay evening with
everyone ordering their meals from
the regular menu … payment must
be credit card or cash … NO checks
accepted … however … RESERVATIONS ARE A MUST ...so please
call Terrie @ 816-525-3592 or
email: terrie@foxware.com
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The Ozarks Chapter of the MPA met September 27th, at McFarlain’s Restaurant for dinner and the monthly meeting. Co-President
Dan Maresh opened the meeting with The Pledge of Allegiance
to the Flag.
SECRETARY’S REPORT: No report
PRESIDENT’S REPORT: Dan reported that both Carl Sparks and
Jan Hoynacki were unable to attend this evenings meeting. In addition, there was no guest speaker or formal program for that matter.
TREASURER’S REPORT: Our treasurer J.C. Zalog submitted
the Chapter balance sheet.
NEW MEMBERS and Guests: There were no new members or
guests this evening.
COMMITTEE REPORTS:
WINGS: No chairman no report
CAP: Tom Martin, chairman, no report
USPA: Future USPA events are as follows: April 2019: The USPA
annual meeting will be held in Branson. There will be many fun
group events for all to enjoy. Non-USPA members are always
welcome.
June 2019: A Fly-In to Dayton Ohio is in the planning stages
by none other than our very own Joe McNeil. I am pretty sure that
Joe is target fixated on the Air Force Museum. If you have never
been, it is a definite must for your bucket list.
The USPA motto is “Having Fun with Your Airplane”.
SCHOLARSHIP: Bob Ryder, Chairman, no report
FLY-INS: Andy Anderson produces an excellent list of aviation
events which he disseminates by email on a more or less monthly
basis. It is recommended to all that you contact him via his email
address listed below and asked to be put on the mailing list. He
really does an excellent job. andya@diamondcity.net
AIRPORTS: David Davidson, Chairman, no report
OLD BUSINESS: There was no old business this evening.
NEW BUSINESS: J.C. Zalog offered to present a program about
drones in the near future. He spearheaded the use of them at his
work. Love them or hate them, they are a reality of todays aviation
environment. It promises to be both an interesting and informative
topic.
PROGRAM: While we did not have a speaker for this evening, we
did have, from all reports, a very interesting and fact filled program.
Co-President, Dan Maresh came to the rescue in true serendipitous
fashion. For you see, it is well known that Dan is a high-ranking
member of the Coast Guard Auxiliary. And it is also known that
the Auxiliary was involved in the aftermath of the Ride the Ducks
tragedy. This led to a barrage of questions about the incident. Who
was involved with the investigation, what happened after the accident, when will the public know the findings etc. Dan answered
these and many more questions that followed in a courteous, professional and informative manor. I think this impromptu program,
illustrates the depth of knowledge and experience the members of
this organization possess. Well done Dan!
50/50 DRAWING: No 50 / 50 drawing winner this evening.
NEXT MEETING: People gather for conversation and dinner at
6 pm followed by the meeting which will start when most folks are
finished with their meal which is usually between 6:30 and 7 pm.
Respectfully submitted, Joe Berman, Secretary

President
James Morris
Vice President
Jack Chapman
Secretary- Treasurer
Jim Fowler

Officers:
President: Pierre Moeser
Vice President: Bill Sill
Secretary: Terri Christian
Treasurer: Don Kramme
Program Director:
Ken Christian

Lake of the Ozarks
PROPWASH

Gateway
Chapter
Christmas Party

Come join us for our annual Christmas party! If you wish to
participate in the lively “Rob Your Neighbor” gift exchange,
bring a wrapped gift of a price value not to exceed $10.

When: Wednesday, December 19th, 2018
Where: American Legion - Creve Coeur
Memorial Post 397
Dinner: 6:30 P.M. Program: 7:30 P.M.
We meet at Creve Coeur American Legion Post 397, 934
Rue De La Banque Drive, Creve Coeur, MO 63141. The
doors open at 6:00 and the buffet line begins at 6:30 followed
by the program at 7:30. It is not necessary to dine with us to
attend the program at 7:30 p.m. We are a friendly and informal group, and we do ask that you make dinner reservations
by the Monday evening preceding the meeting. Cost of the
meal is $20.00. For dinner reservations call Jean Murry at
636-733-0443.
First Flight: Is your son, daughter, or grandchild interested
in aviation? Our Jim Byrnes First Flight Scholarship pays for
an introductory flight with an instructor at a Metro St. Louis
Airport. Applicant must be at least 16 yrs old and submit a
short essay on why they are interested in aviation.
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The chapter held its regular monthly meeting on October 23,
2018, at Wicked Willies’ in Osage Beach with fifteen members
and two guests (Clyde and Pat Ehrhardt) present. After Jim
Morris called the meeting to order, the meeting opened with
the Pledge of Allegiance to the flag, led by Joann Billington.
The Minutes of the September meeting, and the Treasurer’s
Report, had been distributed by email. No comments were
received on the Minutes, and they were accepted. Jim Fowler
made a minor correction in the Chapter’s available funds.
Jim Morris reported on the MPA Board’s discussions, including planning for the next MPA Convention (which will
be held in West Plains). Members attending the meeting discussed aviation activities such as fly outs and sponsoring fly
ins as ways to involve both MPA members and non-member
pilots in the organization. A number of our Chapter members
are no longer active pilots, and we will need to include them
also. None of those present participated in the South Central
Chapter’s Poker Run, but it is something we can consider in
the future. One member had discussed a problem with the
Basic Med process at our September meeting, and we were
relieved that he had found a doctor who willingly did the exam.
Fred Mayes drew the winning ticket for the Dollar Pot,
which was held by Joann Billington, who then had the chance
to draw the Joker, and win $479.00. However, Joann drew
the Queen of Hearts instead, and the Dollar Pot will continue
to grow next month. Joann donated the $10 she could have
won to the Chapter.
Bev Dungan moved that the meeting adjourn, and after
Doug Linville’s second, we adjourned.
Clyde Ehrhardt presented a very informative program on
aircraft insurance. He pointed out the advantage of going
through a broker to discover the best policy for the pilot’s
individual situation. He encouraged pilots to diligently keep
their pilot logbook records current, and to be aware of potential problems with an owner of a hanger having a second
aircraft in his insured hanger. He warned us to make sure that
our aircraft policies cover us if we choose to fly under Basic
Med, rather than with Class II or Class III Medicals. Clyde
also discouraged any involvement with sky diving activities.
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November 17, 2018

Don Lupe Restaurant
Willow Springs

The South Central
Chapter, Missouri Pilots
Association, met on Saturday, November 17 at
2 p.m. at the Don Lupe
Mexican Restaurant in
Willow Springs.
There were no minutes from the previous
meeting to approve.
There was no treasurers report.
Ray Fine spoke with
the group about Safety-WINGS and stated
we need to get our information to him when
we complete the Safety-WINGS program. There have been
some beautiful flying days and some not so good, but flying is
always important. Take Care! Be Careful! But fly and complete
the safety program. The Christmas meeting will be held at
Shetler’s in Cabool on December 15 at 2pm. The Chinese
gift exchange is planned. Merry Christmas!

Thanks to our own Pat Baker, Fresh Ideas provided us with
marinara pasta, chicken alfredo, green beans, Caesar salad,
bread sticks, and warm blackberry cobbler with ice cream.
Pete Mosca led us in the Pledge of Allegiance and Kerrick
Tweedy led us in grace.
Bill Cheek called the meeting to order. The minutes and
Treasurer’s report were approved as submitted.
Aviation/M17 News: Bolivar has approved a $1M sealing
project, to include the runway, taxiway, and ramp; further the
city has also been using a street sweeper to keep the property
clean and gravel-free. Great news! Kerrick also reported
that the city, for the first time ever, has let a contract renewal
for FIVE YEARS for S.O.A.R. to remain the FBO at M17!
Further, the city is studying the prospect of building a new
set of hangars.
WINGS/Safety: Terry Jackson mentioned that during a
touch-and-go with a student, they discovered that there was
an airplane which misreported the direction it was from the
airport.
Fly-ins, Fly-outs, Fly-overs: We had a successful flyover
for the Buffalo Veterans’ Day parade. A quick note: The EAA
chapter 1609’s Fourth Saturday Breakfast is on hold for the
winter months. But let not your heart be troubled: It’ll start
up again come spring!
Old Business: There was none reported.
New Business: There was none reported.
After the meeting adjourned, Fred Holcomb shared his trip
and flying experiences in Papua, New Guinea with his bride
Lydia. He and his family look forward to moving to the city
of Wewak, located on the north coast of PNG.

Respectfully submitted,
Jim Shawley
Secretary
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!The Secret is Out!
Place your ad in the newsletter
pilots want to read!
Call (573)348-5614 or
email jhmorris31@gmail.com

Put your advertising dollars to work for YOU!

Attention Airports

Promote your Airport in the MPA Newsletter
We will feature one airport a month FREE!
Contact Hubert Looney
gemeagleone@sbcglobal.net

Telephone: (314) 598-5714

www.mopilots.org

